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Imagery is often used to accomplish some computational task. In such cases there are some aspects of the
imagery that are relevant to the task and other aspects that are not. In order to quantify the task-specific
quality of such imagery, we introduce the concept of task-specific information �TSI�. A formal framework for the
computation of TSI is described and is applied to three common tasks: target detection, classification, and lo-
calization. We demonstrate the utility of TSI as a metric for evaluating the performance of three imaging sys-
tems: ideal geometric, diffraction-limited, and projective. The TSI results obtained from the simulation study
quantify the degradation in the task-specific performance with optical blur. We also demonstrate that projec-
tive imagers can provide higher TSI than conventional imagers at small signal-to-noise ratios. © 2007 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: 110.3000, 110.4280, 200.3050.
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. INTRODUCTION
he information content of an image plays an important
ole in a wide array of applications, ranging from video
ompression to imaging system design [1–6]. However,
he computation of image information content remains a
hallenging problem. The problem is made difficult by (a)
he high dimensionality of useful images, (b) the complex/
nknown correlation structure among image pixels, and
c) the lack of relevant probabilistic models. It is possible
o approximate the information content of an image by us-
ng some simplifying assumptions. For example, Gauss-
an and Markovian models have both been used to esti-

ate image information [4,5,7]. Transform domain
echniques have also been studied (e.g., wavelet prior
odels) [8,9].
As natural images possess a high degree of redundancy,

t is generally understood that the information content of
natural image is not simply the product of the number

f pixels and the number of bits per pixel. A very intuitive
pper bound on the information content of an image can
e obtained from the file size that is generated by a loss-
ess compression algorithm. Consider the 256�256 pixel
mage shown in Fig. 1(a). An uncompressed version of this
mage requires 8 bits/pixel, resulting in a file size of
24,288 bits, whereas a lossless compression algorithm
ields a file size of only 299,600 bits. A tighter upper
ound might be obtained from a lossy compression algo-
ithm that yields a visually indistinguishable reconstruc-
ion. Figure 1(b) depicts a reconstruction obtained using
PEG2000 [10], which yields a compressed file size of
6,720 bits. We may conclude from the high quality of this
econstruction that bits discarded from Fig. 1(a) to obtain
ig. 1(b) were not important to visual quality.
1084-7529/07/120B25-17/$15.00 © 2
Imagery is often used in support of a computational
ask (e.g., automated target recognition). For this reason
e would like to pursue a simple extension to the result

hown in Fig. 1(b) in which the task performance, instead
f visual quality, is the relevant metric. In such a scenario
e might expect there to be aspects of the imagery that
re important to the task and other aspects that are not.
or example, if our task is target detection, then the im-
ge shown in Fig. 1(c) may contain nearly as much infor-
ation as do the images in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The file

ize required for the image in Fig. 1(c) is only 25,120 bits.
aking this process one step further, a compression algo-
ithm that actually performs target (a tank in this case)
etection would yield a compressed file size of only 1 bit to
ndicate either “target present” or “target absent.” The
receding discussion demonstrates that an image used for
arget detection will contain no more than 1 bit of rel-
vant information. We will refer to this relevant informa-
ion as task-specific information �TSI�, and the remainder
f this paper represents an effort to describe/quantify TSI
s an analysis tool for several tasks and imaging systems
f interest. What we describe here is a formal approach to
he computation of TSI. Such a formalism is important
rimarily because it enables imager design and/or adap-
ation that strives to maximize the TSI content of mea-
urements. This has two implications: (a) imager re-
ources can be optimally allocated so that irrelevant
nformation is not measured and thus task-specific perfor-

ance is maximized, and/or (b) imager resources can be
inimized subject to a TSI constraint, thus reducing im-

ger complexity, cost, size, weight, etc. It is worth men-
ioning that as TSI is a Shannon information-theoretic
easure it can be used to bound conventional task perfor-
007 Optical Society of America
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ance metrics, such as probability of error, via Fano’s in-
quality for a classification task [11].

Although a formal approach for quantifying the Shan-
on information in a task-specific way has not been pre-
iously reported, we do note important previous work con-
erning the use of task-based metrics for image quality
ssessment by Barrett et al. [12–15]. This previous work
as focused primarily on ideal observer models and their
pplication to various detection and estimation tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

ection 2 introduces a formal framework for the definition
f TSI and a method for its computation using conditional
ean estimators. We consider three example tasks: target

ig. 1. (a) 256�256 image, (b) compressed version of the image
n (a) using JPEG2000, and (c) 64�64 image obtained by rescal-
ng the image in (a).

Fig. 2. Block diag
etection, target classification, and joint detection/
lassification and localization. In Section 3 we apply the
SI framework to two simple imaging systems: an ideal
eometric imager and a diffraction-limited imager for
ach of the three tasks. Section 4 extends the imaging
odel to projective imagers. The TSI framework is ap-

lied to the analysis of two projective imagers: a principal
omponent (PC) projective imager and a matched-filter
MF) projective imager. Section 5 summarizes the TSI
ramework and draws the final conclusions.

. TASK-SPECIFIC INFORMATION
e begin by considering the various components of an im-

ging system. A block diagram depicting these compo-
ents is shown in Fig. 2. In this model, the scene Y pro-
ides the input to the imaging channel represented by the
perator H to yield Z=H�Y�. The quantity Z is then cor-
upted by the noise operator N to yield the noisy measure-
ent R=N�Z�. The model in Fig. 2 is made task specific

ia the incorporation of the virtual source and encoding
locks. The virtual source variable X represents the pa-
ameter of interest for a specific task. For example, a tar-
et detection task would utilize a binary-valued virtual
ource variable to indicate the presence �X=1� or absence
X=0� of the target. Note that this virtual source serves
s a mechanism through which we can quantify the TSI
mbedded in a scene. The encoding operator C uses X to
enerate the scene according to Y=C�X�. In general, C can
e either deterministic or stochastic. In order to illustrate
ow C generates a scene, let us consider the following two
xamples.

Our first example demonstrates the use of a determin-
stic encoding specified by the operator

CS1�X� = V� targetX + V� bg, �1�

here CS1 is a deterministic operator, the virtual source X
s a binary random variable, V� target represents the target
rofile, and V� bg is the background profile. Note that V� target

nd V� bg are vectors formed by unrastering a two-
imensional image into a column vector. Figures 3(a) and
(b) show the encoder output for X=1 and X=0, respec-
ively. The scene model defined by CS1 could be useful in a
roblem where the task is to detect the presence or ab-
ence of a known target at a known position in a known
ackground.
Our second example demonstrates the use of a stochas-

ic encoding specified by the operator

CS2�X� = V� targetX + V� bg + V� tree�1 + V� shrub�2, �2�

here X, V� target, and V� bg are the same as in Eq. (1). Clut-
er components V� tree and V� shrub represent tree and shrub
rofiles, respectively, and are weighted by random vari-
bles �1 and �2. Note that for a given value of X, CS2 will

an imaging chain.
ram of
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epend on random variables �1 and �2; therefore, CS2 is a
tochastic operator. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show examples
f scene realizations generated by this stochastic encod-
ng operator.

As X is the only parameter of interest for a given task,
t is important to note that the entropy of X defines the

aximum TSI content of any image measurement. Other
locks in the imaging chain may add entropy to the image
easurement R; however, only the entropy of the virtual

ource X is relevant to the task. We may therefore define
SI as the Shannon mutual information I�X ;R� between
he virtual source X and the image measurement R as fol-
ows [11]:

TSI � I�X;R� = J�X� − J�X�R�, �3�

here J�X�=−E�log�pr�X��� denotes the entropy of virtual
ource X, J�X �R�=−E�log�pr�X �R��� denotes the entropy of

conditioned on the measurement R, E�·� denotes statis-

Fig. 3. Example scenes from the deterministic encoder.

Fig. 4. Example scene
ical expectation, pr�·� denotes the probability density
unction, and all the logarithms are taken to be base 2.
ote that from this definition of TSI we have I�X ;R�
J�X�, indicating that an image cannot contain more TSI

han there is entropy in the variable representing the
ask. However, for most realistic imaging problems, com-
uting TSI from Eq. (3) directly is intractable owing to
he dimensionality and non-Gaussianity of R. Numerical
pproaches may also prove to be computationally prohibi-
ive, even when using methods such as importance sam-
ling, the Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique
r the Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) algorithm
16–20].

Recently, Guo et al. [21] demonstrated a direct relation-
hip between the minimum mean-square error �mmse� in
stimating X from R, and the mutual information I�X ;R�
or an additive Gaussian channel. Although the relation
etween estimation mmse and Fisher information has
een known via Van Tree’s inequality [22], Guo’s result
onnects estimation mmse with the Shannon information
or the first time. The result expresses mmse as a deriva-
ive of the mutual information I�X ;R� with respect to the
ignal-to-noise ratio. For a simple additive Gaussian
oise channel we have

R = �sX + N, �4�

here N is additive Gaussian noise with variance �2=1
nd s is the signal-to-noise ratio. For this simple case we
nd that [21]

d

ds
I�X;R� =

1

2
mmse =

1

2
E��X − E�X�R��2	, �5�

here E�X �R� is the conditional mean estimator. This re-
ation allows us to compute mutual information indirectly
rom mmse for an additive Gaussian channel without any
estrictions on the distribution of the virtual source vari-
ble X. It is interesting to note that even though the
ource variable X is discrete valued, the conditional mean
stimator is a continuous variable that does not necessar-
ly take values in the range of the source variable X. For

the stochastic encoder.
s from
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xample, when X is a binary variable�0/1� the conditional
ean estimator will yield a real number between 0 and 1.
The scalar result in Eq. (5) has been extended to the

inear vector Gaussian channels for which H�X� 	=HX� ,
here H denotes the matrix channel operator and X� is

he vector channel input. The output of such a channel
an be written as

R� = �sHX� + N� , �6�

here N� follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution
ith covariance �N� . In this case, Guo’s result becomes

23]

d

ds
I�X� ;R� � =

1

2
E�
HX� − E�HX� �R� 	
2	. �7�

he right-hand side of Eq. (7) is the mmse in estimating
X� rather than X� , and therefore we denote it by mmseH

hroughout the rest of the paper to avoid confusion. For
n arbitrary noise covariance �N� , mmseH can be com-
uted using Tr�H†�

N�
−1HE�, where E=E��X� −E�X� �R� 	��X�

E�X� �R� 	�T	, H† denotes the Hermitian conjugate of H,
nd Tr�·� denotes the trace of the matrix. Therefore, the
elationship between mutual information and mmseH can
e written as

d

ds
I�X� ;R� � =

1

2
mmseH =

1

2
Tr�H†�N�

−1HE�. �8�

These results have also been extended to the case for
hich the channel input is a random function of X� , de-
oted by Y� =C�X� �. The relation between I�X� ;R� � and
mseH for a random function C�X� � is slightly different

rom the previous expression in Eq. (8). Using the sto-
hastic encoding model we have

R� = �sHC�X� � + N� . �9�

n this case the relation between mutual information and
mse can be expressed as [23]

d

ds
I�X� ;R� � =

1

2
mmseH, �10�

here

mmseH = Tr�H†�N�
−1H�EY� − EY� �X� ��,

EY� = E��Y� − E�Y� �R� ���Y� − E�Y� �R� ��T	,

EY� �X� = E��Y� − E�Y� �R� ,X� ���Y� − E�Y� �R� ,X� ��T	.

ext we consider the application of these results to an im-
ortant class of imaging problems. We make the following
ssumptions about the general imaging chain model: (1)
he channel operator H is linear (discrete to discrete) and
eterministic, (2) the encoding operator C is linear and
tochastic, and (3) the noise model N is additive and
aussian. We begin by developing some basic scene mod-
ls for the tasks of detection and classification.
. Detection with Deterministic Encoding
or pedagogical purposes we begin with a scalar channel
nd a deterministic encoding. Consider a simple task of
etecting the presence or absence of a known scalar signal
in the presence of noise. The measurement R is given as

R = �s t · X + N, �11�

here X is the virtual source variable that determines the
ignal present or absent condition and N represents addi-
ive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance �2=1.
ote that here the encoding operator is deterministic and

s defined as Cs�X�= t ·X. For simplicity, we set HY=Y. Be-
ause X is a binary random variable with probability dis-
ribution Pr�X=1�=p and Pr�X=0�=1−p, we can assert

I�X;R� � J�X� � 1 bit, �12�

here entropy of X is J�X�=−p log�p�− �1−p�log�1−p�.
ote that for this simple detection task the received sig-
al R contains at most 1 bit of TSI. Therefore, the perfor-
ance of any detection algorithm that operates on the
easurement R is upper bounded by the TSI.
We compute the mutual information I�X ;R� using two
ethods. The direct method is based on the definition of
utual information given in Eq. (3), wherein differential

ntropies will be used owing to the continuous-valued na-
ure of R. The conditional differential entropy J�R �X�
quals J�N�= 1

2 ln�2�e�2�. Note that J�R� is not straight-
orward to compute, as R follows a mixture of Gaussian
istribution defined as

pr�R� =
1

�2��2�p exp�−
�R − �s t�2

2�2  + �1 − p�

�exp�−
R2

2�2� . �13�

e therefore resort to numerical integration to compute
�R�. Note that when R is a vector this approach quickly
ecomes computationally prohibitive as the dimensional-
ty of R increases.

The alternative method for computing I�X ;R� exploits
he relationship between mmse and mutual information
s stated in Eq. (5), where E�X �R� is the conditional mean
stimator, which can be expressed as

E�X�R� = �1 +
1 − p

p
exp��s t��s t − 2R�

2�2 �−1

. �14�

he mutual information is computed by numerically inte-
rating mmse over a range of s. The mmse itself is esti-
ated using the Monte Carlo and importance-sampling
ethods [16–19].
Figure 5(a) shows a plot of mmse versus s for p= 1

2 and
=1. As expected, the mmse reduces with increasing s.
he mutual information computed from this mmse data is
lotted in Fig. 5(b) versus s. The curve with circle symbol
orresponds to the mutual information computed using
he mmse-based method, and the curve with plus symbol
orresponds to the mutual information computed using
he direct method as per Eq. (3). As expected, these two
ethods yield the same result. Note that Guo’s method of

stimating TSI via mmse is significantly more computa-
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ionally tractable for high-dimensional vector R� as com-
ared with the direct method. Henceforth, all the TSI re-
ults reported herein will employ Guo’s mmse-based
ethod. Our pedagogical example considered a determin-

stic C; however, in any realistic scenario C will be stochas-
ic. Next we consider a detection task in which C is sto-
hastic, allowing for additional scene variability arising
rom random background and target realizations.

. Detection with Stochastic Encoding
et us consider a slightly more complex detection task
here a known target is to be detected in the presence of
oise and clutter. The target position is assumed to be
ariable and unknown, and hence for the detection task,
he target position assumes the role of a nuisance param-
ter. Here we have considered only one nuisance param-
ter; however, more realistic scene models would utilize a
ultitude of nuisance parameters such as target orienta-

ion, location, magnification, etc. Our aim here is to dem-
nstrate an application of the TSI framework, and the ex-
ension to additional nuisance parameters will be
traightforward.

The imaging model for this task is constructed as

R� = HCdet�X� + N� , �15�

here H is the imaging channel matrix operator, N� is the
ero-mean AWGN with covariance � � , and C is the sto-

ig. 5. Plot of (a) mmse and (b) TSI versus the signal-to-noise
atio for the scalar detection task.
N det
hastic encoding operator. The encoding operator Cdet is
efined as

Cdet�X� = �sT��X + �cVc�� , �16�

here T is the target profile matrix in which each column
s a target profile (lexicographically ordered into a one-
imensional vector) at a specific position in the scene. In
eneral, when the scene is of dimension M�M pixels and
here are P different possible target positions, the dimen-
ion of matrix T is M2�P. The column vector �� is a ran-
om indicator vector and selects the target position for a
iven scene realization. Therefore, �� � �c�1 ,c�2 , . . . ,c�P�,
here c�i is a P-dimensional unit column vector with a 1 in

he ith position and 0 in all remaining positions. Figure
(a) illustrates the structure of T and ��. Note that �� =c�2 in
ig. 6(a), and therefore the output of T�� is the target pro-
le at position 2. All positions are assumed to be equally
robable; therefore Pr��� =c�i�=1/P for i= �1,2, . . . ,P�. The
irtual source variable X takes the value 1 or 0 (i.e., “tar-
et present” or “target absent”) with probabilities p and
−p, respectively.
Here Vc is the clutter profile matrix whose columns

epresent various clutter components such as tree, shrub,
rass, etc. The dimension of Vc is M2�K, where K is the

ig. 6. Illustration of stochastic encoding Cdet: (a) target profile
atrix T and position vector �� and (b) clutter profile matrix Vc

nd mixing vector �� .
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umber of clutter components and �� is the K-dimensional
lutter mixing column vector, which determines the
trength of various components that comprise the clutter.
ote that �� follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution
ith mean �� �� and covariance ��� . Figure 6(b) shows indi-
idual clutter components arranged columnwise in the
lutter profile matrix Vc. The particular realization of
lutter mixing vector �� shown in Fig. 6(b) yields the clut-
er shown on the right-hand side.

The coefficient c in Eq. (16) denotes the clutter-to-noise
atio. Note that clutter and detector noise combine
o form a multivariate Gaussian random vector
�

c=�cHVc�� +N� with mean �� N� c
=�cHVc�� �� and covariance

N� c
=HVc���Vc

THT ·c+�N� . Now we can rewrite the imag-
ng model as

R� = �sHT��X + N� c. �17�

The TSI for the detection task is the mutual informa-
ion between the image measurement R� and the virtual
ource X. Since the encoding operator Cdet is a random
unction of the source X, we apply the result given in Eq.
10). Comparing Eq. (10) with the imaging model shown
n Eq. (17), we note that the X� and Y� in Eq. (10) are equal
o the virtual source X and T��X, respectively. The channel
perator H is substituted by H and N� is replaced by N� c in
q. (10). The TSI and mmseH are therefore related as

TSI = I�X;R� � =
1

2�0

s

mmseH�s��ds�, �18�

here

mmseH�s� = Tr�H†�N� c

−1H�EY� − EY� �X��, �19�

Y� = T��X. �20�

Explicit expressions for the estimators required for
valuating the expectations in Eq. (19) are derived in Ap-
endix A.

. Classification with Stochastic Encoding
e consider a simple two-class classification problem for
hich we label the two possible states of nature (i.e., tar-

Fig. 7. Structure of T and �
ets) as H1 and H2. The extension to more than two
lasses will be straightforward. The overall imaging
odel remains the same as in Eq. (15). The number of po-

itions that each target can take remains unchanged.
owever, now T has dimensions M2�2P and is given by
= �TH1

TH2
	, where THi

is the target profile matrix for
lass i. The structure of this composite target profile ma-
rix T is shown in Fig. 7. The virtual source variable is
enoted by the vector X� and takes the values �1,0	T or
0,1	T to represent H1 or H2, respectively. The prior prob-
bilities for H1 and H2 are p and 1−p, respectively. The
ector �� from the detection problem becomes a matrix � of
imension 2P�2 and is defined as

� = ���H 0

0 ��H
 , �21�

here ��H� �c�1 ,c�2 ,… ,c�P� and 0 is an all-zero
-dimensional column vector. Once again we assume all
ositions to be equally probable; therefore Pr���H=c�i�
1/P for i= �1,2, . . . ,P�.
Consider an example that illustrates how the term T�X�

nables selection of a target from either H1 or H2 at one of
positions. In order to generate a target from H1 at the
th position in the scene, ��H=c�m and X� = �1,0	T. The

roduct of T� will produce an M2�2 matrix whose first
olumn is equal to the H1 profile at position m and whose
econd column is equal to the H2 profile at the same
osition. This resulting matrix, when multiplied by

� = �1, 0	T, will select the H1 profile. Similarly, in order to
hoose a target from H2 at the mth position, ��H=c�m and

� = �0, 1	T. Note that ��H=c�2 in Fig. 7 and therefore selects
he second position for H1 and H2.

The imaging model presented for the detection problem
n Eq. (17) and the corresponding TSI defined in Eq. (18)
equire minor modifications to remain valid for the clas-
ification problem. Specifically, we require the virtual
ource variable to become a vector quantity X� and the di-
ensions of T and � to be adjusted accordingly, as noted

bove. Note that despite the increase in dimensionality,
he binary source vector X� results in the upper bound
SI�1 bit for the two-class classification problem.
The two-class model for target classification can easily

e extended to the case of joint detection and classifica-

es for the two-class problem.
matric
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ion. The simple extension involves introducing a third
lass corresponding to the null hypothesis and can be ac-
ommodated by allowing X� to also take the value �0, 0	T

ith some probability p0. The TSI upper bound in this
ase becomes J�X� �=−p0 log�p0�−p1 log�p1�−p2 log�p2�
1.6 bits for p0=p1=p2=1/3. This important extension to

oint detection and classification is pursued further in the
ext section, where we also consider the simultaneous es-
imation of an unknown target parameter.

. Joint Detection/Classification and Localization
e begin with a discussion of the localization task. Later

n this section we combine the encoding model for local-
zation with the models for detection and classification de-
cribed in Subsections 2.B and 2.C. Consider the problem
f localizing a target (known to be present) in one of Q re-
ions in a scene. The example shown in Fig. 8 depicts a
ase in which there are four regions �Q=4�. Note that for
his problem, the specific target location within a region is
nimportant and is therefore treated as a nuisance pa-
ameter. We allow Pi possible target locations within the
th region such that �i=1

Q Pi=P, where P is the total num-
er of possible target locations in the scene. The noise and
lutter models remain unchanged from Subsections 2.B
nd 2.C so that the task-specific imaging model for local-
zation can be written as

R� = �sHT��X��� + N� c, �22�

here we have simply inserted the localization matrix
�X� into the channel model in Eq. (17). As defined ear-

ier, the columns of T correspond to the target profiles at
ll possible positions. For the sake of convenience, we re-
rrange the columns of T such that the first P1 columns
epresent the target profiles at the P1 positions in region
, the next P2 columns correspond to region 2, and so on.
he virtual source variable X is now a Q-ary variable, i.e.,
� �1,2, . . . ,Q� representing one of the Q regions where

he target is present and ��X� acts as the localization ma-
rix and selects all target profiles in the region specified
y the source X. For the case X= i, ��X= i� is of dimension
�Pi and is given by

Fig. 8. Structure of T and � matrices
��X = i� = �
�0	P1�Pi

]

�0	Pi−1�Pi

�I	Pi�Pi

�0	Pi+1�Pi

]

�0	PQ�Pi

� .

or X= i, �� is a Pi-dimensional random indicator vector
hat selects one of the Pi target profiles resulting from
��X= i�. Therefore, ��	�e�1 ,e�2… ,e�Pi

�, where e�k is a
i-dimensional unit column vector with a 1 in the kth po-
ition and 0 in all remaining positions. All positions
ithin each region are considered to be equally probable;

herefore, Pr��� =e�k�= �Pr�X= i�	 /Pi, where Pr�X= i� is the
robability of the target being located in region i and k
�1,2, . . . ,Pi�. Figure 8 illustrates the structure of T and
�X� using an example where X=2. In this example, P po-

itions are equally distributed among the four regions,
.e., Pi=P /4 for i= �1,2,3,4�. Observe that T��X� selects
ll the target positions in region 2 and the postmultipli-
ation of this matrix with �� =e�k results in the target at the
th position of region 2. Recall that the localization task
s concerned only with estimating the region in which the
arget is present and the exact position within the region
s treated as a nuisance parameter. Therefore, the upper
ound on TSI in this case becomes J�X�=−�q=1

Q Pr�X
q�log Pr�X=q�� �log Q	bits.
We now combine the encoding model for localization,

efined in Eq. (22), with the detection and classification
odels described in the previous section. For the joint

etection/localization task, we are interested in detecting
he presence of a target and, if present, localizing it in one
f Q regions. The imaging model from Eq. (22) becomes

R� = �sHT��X���
 + N� c, �23�

here 
 is a binary variable indicating the presence or
bsence of the target. Therefore, the virtual source in this
ase is a �Q+1�-ary variable and is defined as X�� �X ,0�
o that when 
=0, X�=0 and when 
=1, X�=X. Compar-
ng Eq. (10) with the imaging model shown in Eq. (23), we
ote that the X� and Y� in Eq. (10) are equal to the virtual

e joint detection/localization problem.
for th
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ource X� and the term T��X���
, respectively. The chan-
el operator H is replaced with H and N� is replaced by N� c.
herefore, TSI and mmseH for this task can be expressed
s

TSI = I�X�;R� � =
1

2�0

s

mmseH�s��ds�, �24�

here

mmseH�s� = Tr�H†�N� c

−1H�EY� − EY� �X���, �25�

X� � �X,0�, Y� = T��X���
. �26�

The �Q+1�-ary nature of the virtual source variable in
he joint detection/localization task increases the upper
ound on TSI as compared with that for the simple detec-
ion task. For the probabilities Pr�
=1�=p and Pr�
=0�
1−p, the TSI is upper bounded by

J�X�� = − �1 − p�log�1 − p� − �
q=1

Q

Pr�X = q�log Pr�X = q�,

�27�

here �q=1
Q Pr�X=q�=p. For the case of p= 1

2 and Pr�X
q�=p /Q, the maximum TSI is �1+ 1

2 log Q	bits.
Finally, we consider the joint classification/localization

ask where the task of interest is to identify one of the two
argets from H1 or H2 and localize it in one of Q regions.
he exact position of the target within each region re-
ains a nuisance parameter. The imaging model for this

ask is given by

R� = �sHT��X��
� + N� c. �28�

his model is the same as the one given in Eq. (23) except
or minor modifications. The total number of positions
hat each target can take remains unchanged. However,
ow T has dimensions M2�2P and is given by T
�TH1

TH2
	, where THi

is the target profile matrix for
arget i. The arrangement of the target profiles in TH1
nd TH2

is similar to the arrangement described in Sub-
ection 2.C. The virtual source in this case is 2Q-ary and
iven by X�� = �X ,
� 	, where X� �1,2, . . . ,Q� indicates the
egion and 
� � ��1,0	T , �0,1	T� represents one of the two

Fig. 9. Structure of T and � matrices f
argets. The localization matrix ��X= i� now has dimen-
ions 2P�2Pi for selecting the H1 and H2 profiles in the
egion i and is given by

��X = i� = ���X = i� 0

0 ��X = i� , �29�

here matrices ��X= i� and 0 are of dimension P�Pi. The
atrix ��X� is identical to the one in Eq. (22). Figure 9

llustrates the role of T��X� in choosing the H1 and H2
rofiles at all positions in the region specified by X. This
xample uses X=2, Q=4, and Pi=P /4 for i= �1,2,3,4�.
he matrix T��X� in Eq. (28) is postmultiplied by the ma-

rix � of dimension 2Pi�2 to yield the targets H1 and H2
t one of the positions in region i. Here � is defined as

� = ���H 0

0 ��H
 , �30�

here 0 is an all-zero Pi-dimensional column vector and
�H� �e�1 ,e�2 ,… ,e�Pi

�, where e�k is an indicator vector as be-
ore. Therefore, for ��H=e�k, T��X�� results in an M2�2
atrix with its first column representing H1 at the kth

osition in region i and its second column representing H2
t this same position. This result is then multiplied by 
� ,
hich selects either H1 or H2 for 
� = �1,0	T or 
� = �0,1	T,

espectively.
The TSI expression in Eq. (24) requires only minor
odifications to remain valid for the joint classification

nd localization problem. The upper bound for TSI in this
ask is given by

J�X� �� = − �
i=1

2

�
q=1

P

Pr�X = q,
i
� �log Pr�X = q,
i

� �, �31�

here 
1
� = �0,1	T, 
2

� = �1,0	T, �q=1
Q Pr�X=q ,
1

� �=1−p, and

q=1
Q Pr�X=q ,
2

� �=p. For the case when p= 1
2, Pr�X=q ,
1

� �
�1−p� /Q and Pr�X=q ,
2

� �=p /Q, the maximum TSI is
1+log Q	bits.

. SIMPLE IMAGING EXAMPLES
he TSI framework described in the previous section al-

ows us to evaluate the task-specific performance of an
maging system for a task defined by a specific encoding
perator and virtual source variable. Three encoding op-

joint classification/localization problem.
or the
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rators corresponding to three different tasks: (a) detec-
ion, (b) classification, and (c) joint detection/classification
nd localization have been defined. Now we apply the TSI
ramework to evaluate the performance of both a geomet-
ic imager and a diffraction-limited imager on these three
asks.

We begin by describing the source, object, and clutter
sed in the scene model. The source variable X in the de-
ection task represents “tank present” or “tank absent”
onditions with equal probability, i.e., p= 1

2. In the classi-
cation task, the source variable X� represents “tank
resent” or “jeep present” states with equal probability.
he joint localization task adds the position parameter to
oth the detection and classification tasks. From Eq. (16)
e see that the source parameter is the input to the en-

oding operator, which in turn generates a scene consist-
ng of both object and clutter. Here the scene Y� is of di-

ension 80�80 pixels �M=80�. The object in the scene
an be either a tank or a jeep at one of 64 equally likely
ositions �P=64�. Therefore, the matrix T has dimensions
f 6400�64 for the detection task and 6400�128 for the
lassification task. In our scene model, the number of
lutter components is set to K=6. Recall that clutter com-
onents are arranged as column vectors in the clutter ma-
rix Vc. Clutter is generated by combining these compo-
ents, with relative weights specified by the column
ector �� . Note that each clutter vector is nonrandom but
he weight vector �� follows a multivariate Gaussian dis-
ribution. In the simulation study the mean of �� is set to

� �� = �160 80 40 40 64 40	 and covariance to ���

�� �
TI /5. The clutter-to-noise ratio, denoted by c, is set to

. The noise N� is zero mean with unity covariance matrix
N� =I.
Monte Carlo simulations with importance sampling are

sed to estimate mmseH using the conditional mean esti-
ators for a given task. The mmseH estimates are nu-
erically integrated to obtain TSI over a range of s. For

ach value of s, we use 160,000 clutter and noise realiza-
ions in the Monte Carlo simulations.

. Ideal Geometric Imager
he geometric imager represents an ideal imaging system
ith no blur, and therefore we set H=I. Figure 10 shows

ome example scenes resulting from object realizations
easured in the presence of noise. Note that the object in

he scene is either a tank or a jeep at one of the 64 posi-
ions.

We begin by describing the results for the detection
ask. Figure 11(a) and 11(b) show the plots of mmseH and
SI versus s, respectively. Recall that the mmseH is equal

o the difference of EY� and EY� �X, represented by the dotted
nd dashed curves, respectively, in Fig. 11(a). Also recall
hat EY� �X represents the mmse in estimating Y� given the
nowledge of both the measurement R� and source X.
herefore, we expect it to always be less than EY� , which is
he mmse in estimating Y� given only the measurement R� .
igure 11(a) confirms this behavior. In the low-s region,
mseH (solid curve) is small, as both EY� and EY� �X are
early equal. Despite the additional conditioning on X,
� does not significantly improve upon E � , as the noise
Y�X Y
emains the dominating factor. However, in the moderate-
region, EY� �X improves faster than EY� and therefore the
mseH increases here. In the high-s regime, the noise has
negligible effect and hence the additional knowledge of

ig. 10. Example scenes: (a) tank in the middle of the scene, (b)
ank at the top of the scene, (c) jeep at the bottom of the scene,
nd (d) jeep in the middle of the scene.

ig. 11. Detection task: (a) mmse versus signal-to-noise ratio for
n ideal geometric imager and (b) TSI versus signal-to-noise ra-
io for geometric and diffraction-limited imagers.
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does not significantly improve EY� �X. This leads to the
mseH converging toward zero as both the mmse compo-
ents become equal. The solid curve in Fig. 11(b) shows
he plot of TSI versus s. As expected, the TSI increases
ith s, eventually saturating at 1 bit. The saturation oc-

urs because TSI is always upper bounded by the entropy
f the virtual source X. The TSI plot confirms our expec-
ations regarding blur-free imaging system performance
ith increasing s.
Now we consider TSI for the joint task of detecting and

ocalizing a target. The scene is partitioned into four re-
ions, i.e., Q=4. There are a total of 64 allowable target
ositions, with 16 positions in each region. Figure 12
hows some example scenes. Recall that the position of
he target within each region is a nuisance parameter. We
ssume that the probability of a target being present or
bsent is 1

2 and the conditional probability of a target in
ny of the four regions is 1

4 , given that the target is
resent. The entropy of the source variable therefore in-
reases to 2 bits as per Eq. (27). Figure 13(a) shows a plot
f mmse versus s for the joint detection and localization
ask. The dotted curve represents the mmse of the estima-
or conditioned over the image measurement only. The
ashed curve corresponds to the mmse of the estimator
onditioned jointly on the virtual source variable and the
mage measurement. As expected, we see that EY� �X�EY� .
he solid curve represents mmseH, the difference between
he dotted and dashed curves, and is integrated to yield
SI. The TSI of the geometric imager is plotted in a solid
urve versus s in Fig. 13(b). We note that the TSI satu-
ates at 2 bits as expected.

The previous two examples have demonstrated how the
ormalism of Section 2 can be applied to either a detection
ask or a joint detection/localization task. These examples
ave also confirmed two important TSI trends: (1) TSI is a
onotonically increasing function of signal-to-noise ratio,

nd (2) TSI saturates at the entropy of the virtual source.
ection 2 also described how a classification task or a

oint classification/localization task may be captured

ig. 12. Scene partitioned into four regions: (a) tank in the top-
eft region of the scene, (b) tank in the top-right region of the
cene, (c) tank in the bottom-left region of the scene, and (d) tank
n the bottom-right region of the scene.
ithin the TSI formalism. The solid curve in Fig. 14 de-
icts the TSI obtained from an ideal geometric imager for
classification task in which the two classes are equally

robable. Recall that for the classification task we treat
he position as the nuisance parameter and so the equi-
robable assumption results in a virtual source entropy of
bit. As expected, the TSI in Fig. 14 saturates at 1 bit.
igure 15 presents the results of the TSI analysis of the

oint classification/localization task. Once again we have
sed two equally probable targets and Q=4 equally prob-
ble regions, resulting in a source entropy of 3 bits. We

ig. 13. Joint detection/localization task: (a) mmse versus
ignal-to-noise ratio for an ideal geometric imager and (b) TSI
ersus signal-to-noise ratio for geometric and diffraction-limited
magers.

ig. 14. Classification task: TSI versus signal-to-noise ratio for
eometric and diffraction-limited imagers.
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ee that once again, despite the measurement entropy
hat results from random clutter and noise, the TSI pro-
ides an accurate estimate of the task-relevant informa-
ion, saturating at 3 bits.

. Ideal Diffraction-Limited Imager
he previous subsection presented the TSI results for an

deal geometric imager. Those results should therefore be
nterpreted as upper bounds on the performance of any
eal-world imager. In this subsection we will examine the
ffect of optical blur on TSI. We will assume aberration-
ree, space-invariant, diffraction-limited performance.
he discretized optical point-spread function (PSF) asso-
iated with a rectangular pupil can be expressed as [24]

hi,j =�
−�/2

�/2 �
−�/2

�/2

sinc2� �x − i��

W �sinc2� �y − j��

W �dxdy,

�32�

here � is the detector pitch and W quantifies the degree
f optical blur associated with the imager. Lexicographic
rdering of this two-dimensional PSF yields one row of H,
nd all other rows are obtained by lexicographically or-
ering shifted versions of this PSF. The optical blur is set
o W=2, and the detector pitch is set to �=1 so that the
ptical PSF is sampled at the Nyquist rate. The clutter
nd noise statistics remain unchanged.
Figure 16 shows examples of images that demonstrate

he effects of both optical blur and noise. The object, as
efore, is either a tank or a jeep at one of the 64 positions.
he plots of TSI versus s are represented by dashed–
otted curves for the detection and classification tasks in
igs. 11(b) and 14, respectively. The TSI metric verifies

hat imager performance is degraded due to optical blur
ompared with the geometric imager. For example, in the
etection task, s=34 yields TSI=0.9 bit for the geometric
mager, whereas a higher signal-to-noise ratio s=43 is re-
uired to achieve the same TSI for the diffraction-limited
mager.

The dashed–dotted curves in Figs. 13(b) and 15 show
he TSI versus s plots for the joint detection/localization
nd classification/localization tasks, respectively. Once
gain, we see that TSI is reduced due to optical blur. In
ig. 13(b) TSI=1.8 bit is achieved at s=35 for the
iffraction-limited imager as opposed to s=28 in the case

ig. 15. Joint classification/localization task: TSI versus signal-
o-noise ratio for geometric and diffraction-limited imagers.
f the geometric imager for the detection/localization
ask. Similarly, for the classification/localization task the
ignal-to-noise ratio required to achieve TSI=2.7 bit in-
reases by 10 due to the optical blur in the diffraction-
imited imager.

In this section we have presented several numerical ex-
mples that demonstrate how the TSI analysis can be ap-
lied to various tasks and/or imaging systems. The re-
ults obtained herein are consistent with our expectations
hat (1) TSI increases with increasing signal-to-noise ra-
io, (2) TSI is upper bounded by J�X�, and (3) blur de-
rades TSI. Although these general trends were known in
dvance of our analysis, we are encouraged by our ability
o quantify these trends using a formal approach. In the
ext section we will use a TSI analysis to evaluate the
arget-detection performance of two candidate projective
magers.

. PROJECTIVE IMAGER
or task-specific applications (e.g., detection) an isomor-
hic measurement (i.e., a pretty picture) may not repre-
ent an optimal approach for extracting TSI in the pres-
nce of detector noise and a fixed photon budget. The
imensionality of the measurement vector has a direct ef-
ect on the measurement signal-to-noise ratio [25]. There-
ore, we strive to design an imager that directly measures
he scene information most relevant to the task while
inimizing the number of detector measurements and

hereby increasing the measurement signal-to-noise ratio.
ne approach toward this goal is to measure linear pro-

ections of the scene, yielding as many detector measure-
ents as there are projections. We refer to such an im-

ger as a projective imager. Figure 17 shows the imaging
hain block diagram modified to include a projective
ransformation P. For the projective imager the measure-
ent can be written as

ig. 16. Example scenes with optical blur: (a) tank at the top of
he scene, (b) tank in the middle of the scene, (c) jeep at the bot-
om of the scene, and (d) jeep in the middle of the scene.
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R = N�P�H�C�X�	��. �33�

We consider only discrete linear projections here; there-
ore the P operator is represented by the matrix P. If we
onsider the detection task from Subsection 2.B, then the
easurement model for the projective imager can be writ-

en as

R� = �sPHT��X + N� c�, �34�

here

N� c� = �cPHVc� + N� .

he TSI and the mmseH expressions for the projective im-
ger are found by substituting PH for H in Eqs. (18)–(25),
ielding

TSI � I�X;R� � =
1

2�0

s

mmseH�s��ds�, �35�

here

mmseH�s� = Tr�H†P†�N� c�
−1PH�EY� − EY� �X��. �36�

ere Y� =T��X and EY� and EY� �X are given earlier in Eq.
10).

Similarly, for the joint detection/localization task from
ubsection 2.D, the modified expressions for the imaging
odel and TSI are given by

R� = �sPHT��X���
 + N� c, �37�

TSI � I�X�;R� � =
1

2�0

s

mmseH�s��ds�, �38�

here

mmseH�s� = Tr�H†P†�N� c

−1PH�EY� − EY� �X���. �39�

ere X�� �X ,0� and Y� =T��X���
.
We consider projective imagers based on two classes of

rojection: (a) PC projections and (b) MF projections.
heir performance is compared with that of the conven-
ional diffraction-limited imager.

. Principal Component Projection
C projections are determined by the statistics of the ob-

ect ensemble. For a set of objects O, the PC projections
re defined as the eigenvectors of the object autocorrela-
ion matrix ROO given by

ROO = E�ooT�, �40�

here o�O is a column vector formed by lexicographi-
ally arranging the elements of a two-dimensional object.
ote that the expectation is over all objects in the set O.
hese PC projection vectors are used as rows of the pro-

ection matrix P*. In our numerical study, example objects

Fig. 17. Block diagr
n the set O are obtained by generating sample realiza-
ion of random scenes with varying clutter levels, target
trength, and target position. Here we use 10,000 such ob-
ect realizations to estimate ROO. The projection matrix

* consists of F rows of length M2=6400, which are the
igenvectors of ROO corresponding to the F dominant ei-
envalues. To ensure a fair comparison of the projective
mager with the diffraction-limited imager, we constrain
he total number of photons used by the former to be less
han or equal to the total number photons used by the lat-
er. The following normalization is applied to P* to en-
orce this photon constraint, resulting in the projection
atrix P;

P =
1

cs
P*, �41�

here the maximum column sum cs=maxj�i=1
F �P*�ij.

Figure 18 shows the TSI for this projective imager plot-
ed as a function of s for the detection task. The dashed–
otted curve represents the TSI for the diffraction-limited
mager from Subsection 3.B. Note that the TSI for a pro-
ective imager increases as the number of PC projections

is increased from 8 to 24. This can be attributed to the
eduction in truncation error associated with increasing
. However, there is also an associated signal-to-noise ra-

io cost with increasing F, as we distribute the fixed pho-
on budget across more measurements while the detector
oise variance remains fixed. This effect is illustrated by
he case F=32, where the TSI begins to deteriorate. This
s especially evident at a low signal-to-noise ratio. Not-
ithstanding this effect, the PC projective imager is seen

o provide improved task-specific performance compared
ith a conventional diffraction-limited imager, especially
t a low signal-to-noise ratio. For example, the projective
mager with F=24 achieves a TSI=0.9 bit at s=18,
hereas the diffraction-limited imager requires s=34 to
chieve the same TSI performance.
The TSI plot for the joint detection/localization task is

hown in Fig. 19 for both the projective and diffraction-

a projective imager.

ig. 18. Detection task: TSI for PC projective imager versus
ignal-to-noise ratio.
am of
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imited imagers. We see the same trends as in Fig. 18. As
efore, a TSI rollover occurs at F=32 due to the signal-to-
oise ratio trade-off associated with increasing F. In com-
arison with the diffraction-limited imager that requires
=35 to achieve TSI=1.8 bit, the projective imager with
=24 achieves the same level of performance at s=19.
Although we have shown that the PC projective imager

rovides larger TSI than the diffraction-limited imager,
e cannot claim that the PC projections are an optimal

hoice. This is because PC projections seek to minimize
he reconstruction error toward the goal of estimating the
hole scene [15], which is an overly stringent require-
ent for a detection task. In fact, for a detection problem

t is well known that the generalized MF approach is op-
imal in terms of the Neyman–Pearson criterion [26]. In
he next section we present the TSI results for a MF pro-
ective imager.

. Matched-Filter Projection
or a detection problem in which both the signal and
ackground are known, the generalized MF provides the
ptimal performance in terms of maximizing the probabil-
ty of detection for a fixed false alarm rate [26]. Recall
hat in our detection problem the target position is a nui-
ance parameter that must be estimated implicitly. In
uch a case, instead of a MF (e.g., correlator), we consider
set of matched projections. Each matched projection cor-

esponds to the target at a given position. Therefore the
esulting projective imager yields the inner product be-
ween the scene and the target at a particular position
pecified by each projection. Note that projective imaging
n such a case is similar to an optical correlator except
hat in an optical correlator the inner-product values are
btained for all possible shifts of the target: Our projec-
ive imager will compute inner products for only a subset
f these shifts.

The projection matrix P of the matched projection im-
ger is defined as

P = T̄�N� c

−1, �42�

here T̄ is the modified target profile matrix with each
ow corresponding to a target profile at a specific position.
he number of positions chosen is F, and therefore the di-

ig. 19. Joint detection/localization task: TSI for PC projective
mager versus signal-to-noise ratio.
ensions of the matrix T̄ is F�M2. The target positions
or constructing T̄ are chosen such that they are equally
paced with some overlap between the profiles at the ad-
acent positions. The target profile matrix T̄ is postmulti-
lied by �

N� c

−1, resulting in the projection matrix P, in order
o account for the effects of detector noise [26]. The di-
ensions of P are F�M2. Therefore, the projective im-

ger with projection P yields F measurements as opposed
o M2 measurements as in the case of the diffraction-
imited imager, where F�M2. As in the previous section,
he MF projection matrix P is normalized as per Eq. (41)
o allow for a fair comparison with the diffraction-limited
mager.

Recall that the target can appear at one of the 64 pos-
ible positions; hence F=64 is the maximum number of
rojections. Figure 20 shows the plot of TSI versus s for
he MF projective imager with F=16, 32, and 64. As be-
ore, we see that TSI increases with the number of projec-
ions F. However, at F=32 the TSI shows the rollover ef-
ect due to the signal-to-noise-ratio cost associated with
ncreasing F. Ideally, we expect that the maximum TSI is
btained for F=64, as it includes all possible target posi-
ions. However, there is some overlap between the target
rofiles at adjacent positions and so F�64 projections are
ufficient to extract the detection-task-related informa-
ion. Note that, in the absence of the photon-count con-

ig. 20. Detection task: TSI for MF projective imager versus
ignal-to-noise ratio.

ig. 21. Joint detection/localization task: TSI for MF projective
mager versus signal-to-noise ratio.
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traint, a choice of F=64 would have indeed provided the
ighest TSI. As expected, the MF projection imager yields
better performance compared with the PC projection

mager. For example, to achieve TSI=0.9 bit, the MF pro-
ections with F=32 requires s=17 compared with s=23 for
he PC projections.

The TSI versus s plot for the joint detection/localization
ask is shown in Fig. 21. Similar to the detection task, we
bserve the rollover effect at F=32. As expected, TSI satu-
ates at 2 bits at high signal-to-noise ratio. The MF pro-
ective imager with F=32 offers improved performance,
chieving TSI=1.8 bit at s=8 compared with s=19 re-
uired by the PC projection imager.

. CONCLUSIONS
magery is often employed to accomplish some computa-
ional task. In such cases the task-specific performance
ecomes crucial. The TSI content of an image measure-
ent can serve as an objective measure of the imaging

ystem performance in such a case. In this paper, we have
roposed a framework for the definition of TSI in terms of
he well-known Shannon mutual information measure.
he use of the virtual source variable is key to our defini-
ion of TSI and, to our knowledge, a unique method of em-
edding task specificity in the scene model itself. The
ecently discovered relationship between mutual informa-
ion and mmse allows us to calculate the TSI from the
imulated performance of conditional mean estimators.
he proposed TSI framework is applied to evaluate the
erformance of geometric and diffraction-limited imaging
ystems for three tasks: detection, classification, and joint
etection/classification and localization. The results ob-
ained from the simulation study confirm our intuition
bout the performance of these two candidate imaging
ystems, thereby establishing TSI as an objective task-
pecific performance metric.

We also exercised the TSI framework to study the de-
ign of two projective/compressive imagers. In the case of
he PC projective imager, we found that the TSI analysis
onfirmed the previously known trade-off with increasing
umber of projections. The TSI performance of the MF
rojective imager verified that it can be a superior projec-
ive imager design for a detection task. From these re-
ults we conclude that TSI is a useful metric for studying
he task-specific performance of an imaging system. We
ote that TSI may serve as an upper bound on the perfor-
ance of any algorithm that attempts to extract TSI from

he measurement data.
The TSI framework presented here can be easily ex-

ended to continuous scenes with minor modifications to
he estimators derived in Appendix A. Note that we have
onsidered only an additive Gaussian noise model here;
owever, the generalized relation between mutual infor-
ation and estimation theory recently reported in [27]
ill allow us to extend our model to include nonadditive
nd/or non-Gaussian cases in the future. We would also
ike to note that our nonideal additive clutter/target

odel can be modified to use a more realistic replacement
odel as defined in [28]. Currently, we are pursuing
ethods to reduce the computation complexity of estimat-

ng mmse. A reduction in computational complexity would
llow us to investigate more complex scene models. We
ote that TSI can be used as a metric to optimize an im-
ging system for maximizing the task-specific
erformance/information: an area of ongoing research in
ur group.

PPENDIX A: CONDITIONAL MEAN
STIMATORS FOR DETECTION,
LASSIFICATION, AND LOCALIZATION
ASKS
ere we derive explicit expressions for the conditional
ean estimators E�Y� �R� � and E�Y� �R� ,X� � for each of the

hree tasks: detection, classification, and localization. We
efine E�Y� �R� � as the expected value of Y� given the mea-
urement R� and write it as

E�Y� �R� � = �
l

Y� l Pr�Y� = Y� l�R� �

= �
l

Y� l

pr�R� �Y� = Y� l�Pr�Y� = Y� l�

�
m

pr�R� �Y� = Y� m�Pr�Y� = Y� m�
, �A1�

here Y� l spans over all the possible scenes that can be
enerated by the random encoding function. Recall that
or the detection task defined in Subsection 2.B, Y� =T��X
nd virtual source X is binary. Therefore, for X=1, Y� can
ake P different values corresponding to the P possible po-
itions; Y� is equal to zero for X=0. We define Pr�X=1�
p, Pr�X=0�=1−p, Pr�Y� =0� �=1−p, and Pr�Y� =Y� l�=p /P,
here l= �1,2, . . . ,P�. Substituting these probabilities into

A1), we obtain

E�Y� �R� � =
�
l=1

P

pY� lpr�R� �Y� = Yl�

�
m=1

P

p�pr�R� �Y� = Ym�	 + �1 − p�P�pr�R� �Y� = 0�	

.

�A2�

ere the conditional probability density function pr�R� �Y�

Y� l� is Gaussian and is given by

pr�R� �Y� = Y� l� =
1

�2��K/2�det �R� �Y�

�exp�−
1

2
�1 + 2l + 3l + 4� , �A3�

here

�R� �Y� = c · PHVc����PHVc�T + �N
2 I, �A4�

1 = R� T�R� �Y�
−1 R� − 2�c · R� T�R� �Y�

−1 PHVc�� �� , �A5�
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2l = − 2�s · R� T�R� �Y�
−1 PHY� l, �A6�

3l = s · Y� l
THTPT�R� �Y�

−1 PHY� l

+ 2�s · c · Y� l
THTPT�R� �Y�

−1 PHVc�� �� , �A7�

4 = c · ��
��
TVc

THTPT�R� �Y�
−1 PHVc�� �� . �A8�

ubstituting Eq. (A3) into (A2) and simplifying yields the

ollowing expression: t

l

F
s
E
t

E�Y� �R� � =
�
l=1

P

pY� l · exp�− 1
2 �2l + 3l�	

�
m=1

P

p exp�− 1
2 �2m + 3m�	 + �1 − p�P

. �A9�

ote that here P represents the projection matrix of the
rojective imager and must be assumed as I otherwise.
Next consider the classification task specified in Sub-

ection 2.C, where Y� =T��X� and virtual source X� is binary.
or X� equal to �1,0	T / �0,1	T, Y� will have P possible val-
es corresponding to as many positions. Assuming Pr�X�

�1,0	T�=p, Pr�X� = �0,1	T�=1−p and equiprobable posi-

ions for both targets, we obtain
E�Y� �R� � =

�
l=1;X� =�1,0	T

P

pY� l · exp�− 1
2 �2l + 3l�	 + �

l=1;X� =�0,1	T

P

�1 − p�Y� l · exp�− 1
2 �2l + 3l�	

�
m=1;X� =�1,0	T

P

p exp�− 1
2 �2m + 3m�	 + �

m=1;X� =�0,1	T

P

�1 − p�exp�− 1
2 �2m + 3m�	

. �A10�

his expression is similar to Eq. (A9) except for about twice as many terms in the numerator and the denominator.
For the joint detection and localization task, the estimator E�Y� �R� � can be obtained by minor modifications to Eq. (A9).

onsidering the probabilities specified in Subsection 2.D, the modified expression can be found as

E�Y� �R� � =
�
i=1

Q

�
l=1

Pi Pr�X = i�

Pi
Y� i,l · exp�− 1

2 �i,2l + i,3l�	

�
j=1

Q

�
m=1

Pj Pr�X = j�

Pj
· exp�− 1

2 �j,2m + j,3m�	 + �1 − p�

, �A11�

here Yi,l is the target profile at the lth position of region i. Here i,2l and i,3l are evaluated using Eqs. (A6) and (A7),
espectively, by substituting Yl with the corresponding Yi,l. Similarly for the joint classification and localization task, the
stimator E�Y� �R� � can be written as

E�Y� �R� � =

�
i=1

Q

�
l=1

Pi

�

�=�1,0	T,�0,1	T

Pr�X = i,
� �

Pi
Y� i,l,
� · exp�− 1

2 �i,2l + i,3l�	

�
j=1

Q

�
m=1

Pj

�

�=�1,0	T,�0,1	T

Pr�X = j,
� �

Pj
· exp�− 1

2 �j,2m + j,3m�	
, �A12�
here Yi,l,
� is the target profile specified by 
� at the lth
osition of region i. Here i,2l and i,3l are evaluated us-
ng Eqs. (A6) and (A7), respectively, by substituting Yl by
ts respective Yi,l,
� .

Now we derive the expressions for the estimator
�Y� �R� ,X� � required in evaluating Eq. (18) for each task.
he estimator is defined as

E�Y� �R� ,X� � = �
l

Y� l · Pr�Y� = Y� l�R� ,X� �. �A13�

We may express the conditional probability Pr�Y�

Y� �R� ,X� � using Bayes’s law as follows:
Pr�Y� = Y� l�R� ,X� � =
pr�R� ,X� �Y� l�Pr�Y� = Y� l�

pr�R� ,X� �
�A14�

=
pr�R� �Y� = Y� l,X� �Pr�X� �Y� = Y� l�Pr�Y� = Y� l�

�
m

pr�R� �Y� = Y� m,X� �Pr�X� �Y� = Y� m�Pr�Y� = Y� m�
. �A15�

or the detection task in Subsection 2.B, the virtual
ource variable X is binary; therefore, by substituting
qs. (A15) and (A3) into (A13) and simplifying, we obtain

he following expressions for the estimator:
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E�Y� �R� ,X = 1� =
�
l=1

P

Y� l · exp�− 1
2 �2l + 3l�	

�
m=1

P

exp�− 1
2 �2m + 3m�	

,

E�Y� �R� ,X = 0� = 0, �A16�

here Y� l in Eq. (A16) is the target profile at the lth posi-
ion; 2l and 3l in Eq. (A16) are evaluated using Eqs.
A6) and (A7), respectively. Similarly, for the classification
ask defined in Subsection 2.C, the estimator in Eq. (A13)
an be written as

E�Y� �R� ,X� � =
�
l=1

P

Y� l · exp�− 1
2 �2l + 3l�	

�
m=1

P

exp�− 1
2 �2m + 3m�	

, �A17�

here Y� l in this case is the target profile specified by X� at
he lth position.

Recall from Subsection 2.D that for the joint detection
nd localization task, the virtual source variable X� is
Q+1�-ary. Note that X�=X, where X denotes the region in
hich the target is present when 
=1 and X�=0 when 

0. The estimator in the Eq. (A13) for this case is given by

E�Y� �R� ,X = i,
 = 1� =
�
l=1

Pi

Y� i,l · exp�− 1
2 �i,2l + i,3l�	

�
m=1

Pi

exp�− 1
2 �i,2m + i,3m�	

,

E�Y� �R� ,
 = 0� = 0, �A18�

here X= i implies that the target is present in region i
nd Y� i,l is the target profile at the lth position of region i.
nce again, i,2l and i,3l are evaluated using Eqs. (A6)
nd (A7), respectively, by substituting Yl by the appropri-
te Yi,l. In a similar manner the estimator E�Y� �R� ,X� � for
he joint classification and localization task can be ex-
ressed as

E�Y� �R� ,X = i,
� � =
�
l=1

Pi

Y� i,l,
� · exp�− 1
2 �i,2l + i,3l�	

�
m=1

Pi

exp�− 1
2 �i,2m + i,3m�	

,

�A19�

here Yi,l,
� , i,2l, and i,3l have the same meaning as in
q. (A12).
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